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Abstract
Literary criticism, especially on novels, is not a new thing
among scholars, but they criticize it from different perspectives.
Nigeria‟s security situation at this present time and the
perception of

or

novelist on it is our main focus in this

paper. The paper highlights and examines how the state of
a novel written

security in Nigeria manifests in
y

l dej

k dj

he

irror

mage

pproach of the

Sociology of Literature and Marxist theory are used in analysing
the novel. The paper reveals that the issue of security is a
collective responsibility which should not be left in the hands of
security agencies alone. Security begins from each home.
Keywords: Novel, Security, Mirror image approach, Marxist
theory
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1.0

Introduction
The need for security and protection of life and property

predates the modern way of policing and protecting life and
property. The desire for security of life and property prompted
or

some

scholars to write detective novels, especially by

tracing the trends of development in their catchment areas.
Literary artists are the voice of the people. Their major function
is to depict the society as it is and if there is any problem in the
society, they should try to find solutions. ( d j mo, 1999:230).
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2000) defines
security as protection against something that might happen in the
future or as the activities involved in protecting a country, a
building or persons against threats, danger, and so on
ccording to

l g nd

, some security operatives

have defined security as “the method adopted to protect all
property and lives of a given target” He defines it as an act of
prevention and the neutralisation of threats round a given target.
The need for security is borne out of the everyday reports of
losses

through

theft,

fraud,

examination

malpractice,

embezzlement, kidnapping, rape, violence of all kinds, threat to
life and property. Laxity in security may result to the loss of
lives and property or lead to permanent disability.
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Today,

in

developed

nations

of

the

world,

the

responsibility for the security of lives and property rests on
human agencies, in participatory administration and social
engineering
the

or

tol g

says in Nigeria especially among

of the southwest region, everybody contributes his

quota to the security of self and all. Thus, security is achieved
through the combined efforts of designated security agents
(police and other law enforcement agencies) and an alert,
forthcoming and conscious citizenry, with respect for individual
and corporate rights, and concern for orderly nation states. But
in Nigeria, the security-oriented contraption that thrives in the
civilized nations has not met the security needs of the citizens
( tol g

The advancement of people and the crime of

this time have motivated some individuals to take this business
seriously. The spate of burglaries, assassination for political
power, kidnapping, blackmailing and other violent crimes has
been unsettling in recent times. Security is said to be the
backbone of any society because it is tied to its social, political,
economic and cultural growth and its negligence could lead to
the above-mentioned crimes in society.
The

or

are peace-loving people. This manifest in their

relationship with other tribes. They do not handle the issue of
security with levity at all. This is why some
113
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novelists
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love writing crime novels which mirror the happenings in the
society in order to reveal new tactics of criminals and proffer
solutions to them. The crime situation in Nigeria during the third
Republic motivated k d j to write
This mirrors the Nigerian society in terms of security of
life and property. He uses the novel to reveal the modern and
sophisticated way that criminals are using to terrorize members
of society and to also point out some of the negative impacts of
technological advancement on Nigerian society. His major aim
is to expose crime and criminals‟ tactics

is the

third part of the crime novels that feature a detective called
p d

he first two are

There are

or

and
researchers, such as

l f j
d ow l

.

d ow l
and sola

and

g ns n

,

d j mo

, whose works have been on

the causes of crimes, the role of the security agencies and the
part played by women. Most of the works have not been done on
crime in relation to the state of security. This work will
therefore, focuses on the analysis of a detective novel in relation
to the state of security. Literature, as a social fact, has link with
various aspects of the society that produces it. As Goldmann
(1977) rightly observes, literature is holistic. It is a social reality
that should be seen as a totality; this is because a work of art is
114

composed of parts in a particular relationship to one another. In
examining a work of art, therefore, it should be borne in mind
that the artist‟s cultural background, his social and the ideology
of his society, all influence his art in various ways. In view of
this we can say that

k d j was influenced y the happenings

in his society to write
2.0

.

Theoretical Framework
There are many theories which can be applied to the

study of literature, but we shall focus on the Mirror Image
Approach of Sociology of Literature and Marxist Theory of
Sociology of Literature. Goldmann (1977) says:
It is the task of the Sociologist of Literature to
relate the experience of the imaginary characters to
the specific historical climate from which they stem
and thus, to make literary hermeneutics a part of
the sociology of knowledge.
He also emphasizes that sociologists have to transform the
private equation of themes and stylistic means into social
equations. Sociology of literature sees the relation between a
work of art and the society as one of the constant interrelationship and that each one affects, and is affected by the
other. The main preoccupation of sociology of literature is the
understanding of the relationship between literature and society.
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The prevalent socio-political, religious and economic factors of
the novelist‟s time determine largely the content of his work His
novel and the influence of the society on him have to be
considered together for a critical analysis of his work.
g n n

puts this view thus:

The sociology of the novel sees the novel, the
novelist and the society as inextricably bound
together, such that neither the novel, nor the
novelist, nor the influence of society on both
can be considered in isolation .Rather, to
understand one fully; there is need for constant
reference to the other two components of the
triangle.
This is true because the novelist, being part of the
society, has no alternative but to draw his materials from his
immediate society if he expects his art to have direct social
bearing. The mirror image approach under sociology of
literature, as popularised by Louis de Bonald (1754-1840),
emphasizes that a critic of literature must research deeply to
know whether what the literature is talking about has a
resemblance with what is happening in society. Critic must view
literary works as reflections of the social institution from which
they originate. Bonald, cited in
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mid l (2000:16) says:

“ hrough a careful reading of any nation‟s literature one could
tell what his people had een”
The mirror image approach views literature as a direct
reflection of various facets of social structure, family
relationship, class conflicts and divorce trends and population
composition. It conceives a literary work as an attempt to depict
events and happenings in a particular society. The approach
aims at transforming the fictional world of literature to specific
social meanings. The state of security in Nigeria is an example.
From this point of view of the mirror image approach, a literary
work has to be interpreted in relation to definite facts of the
society where it takes its root.
Conversely, Marxist critics direct their attention to the
historical conditions of literary production. Literature is
expected to reveal the happenings in the society and to show
how it is used for corrective purposes. Marxist theory, as
introduced by Marx and Engel, and developed by their
followers, sees literature as an expression of class interest. It
argues that literature is primarily conditioned by socio- political
factors and it gives prominence to the exploited in the society.
Marxist Sociology of Literature theory says literature has a lot to
say about the society. It is not saying that literature is all about
mirroring the society alone, it is more than that. The most
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important thing to Karl Marx is the relationship between
literature and society ( d y m (2006:39).
Karl Marx‟s followers, such as Fisher (1963), Duvignaud
(1972), and Caudwell (1977), as cited in

d y m (2006:38),

literature can criticize the ideology of a particular society and
can also support it. It can also suggest the possible way of
transforming the society or make it irrelevant. It also stresses
that literature unveils a lot of things on the politics, economy,
religion, history and philosophy of a particular society.
Therefore, a literary critic must criticise a particular literary text
very well and find out whether the literary artiste is supporting,
criticising or suggesting a transformation of the ideology of a
particular society.
These theories provide the tools for analysing
because the text is all about the Nigerian society.
3.0 About
The evil methods or ways of committing crimes after the
advent of

lo al

ystem for

phones is the focus of

o ile

k d j in

r

ommunication
. He observes that

criminals are now advanced in kidnapping, cybercrime, bank
robbery and other crimes due to technological advancement in
the country. He condemns the using of the new mode of
118

civilization, that is mobile phone and other gadgets, in a
negative way. In the novel, a newly established society
threatens the peace of the society through the use of
GSM and camera. The

is so powerful and

influential that the police force finds it difficult to bring them to
justice.
he private detective used y
help of his associates

f and

k dj –

p d - with the

le the driver rescue a ank

manager, two actresses and others from the shackles of this evil
group. The novel depicts the Nigerian state where there are lots
of kidnapping, blackmailing, advance fee fraud and other
crimes. The novelist also uses the text to satirize the Nigeria
Police Force that could not control criminal activities in Nigeria.
The novel was written in the year 2007.
4.0 The State of Security and Technological Advancement
It is a fact that having a mobile phone in Nigeria today is a
sort of necessity and it is an inevitable truth that the mobile
industry took everyone by surprise then. Some of the features of
the mobile phone include the very basic thing of making call to
texting, and how to access the Internet for just a touch of your
fingertip, constant contact with people you consider important;
seeking help immediately during emergency cases; removing
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boredom through listening to music and taking photos and
downloading.
Technological advancement really has strong influence on
the spate of crime in society. The other side of mobile phone is
that it discourages people from bonding with their families and
friends; it encourages laziness, and disturbances during work
and study due to phone calls. It also affects the body because of
radiation. The worst of all is that it makes it easier to invade
another person‟s privacy1. Cunning criminals have always taken
advantage of new technologies often as the result of learning
how to do so from other people including fellow criminals.
Periodically, they experiment with existing tools or techniques
in order to develop a satisfactory modus operandi with which
they are comfortable and believe gives them reasonable
advantages over the security technology of intended targets as
well as the police who may be prowling about physical and
cyber environments for signs of crime (Mc Quade, 2011). In
the novelist brings to the fore the evil that men use
technology to do.
Kidnapping is one of these societal evils. Kidnapping
refers to abduction of human beings with the intention to hold
1

These are advantages and disadvantages of GSM
See advantages-disadvantages-gsm.html
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them for ransom, or take them away for the motive of
harassment (physically or mentally or sexually), taking them
hostage and various other motives. It is done by taking the
person to a place where he is unlikely to be found and is unlikely
to e released till a ductor‟s demands are satisfied (Nigerian
Pilot 2/1/2013).
The main theme of the novel

is the issue of

kidnapping and fraud and the negative impact technological
advancement has had on society. The syndicate tagged
employs the modern techniques of criminals‟
operation. The Nigerian society is getting more and more
insecure, more people are getting into crimes and they are
getting more ruthless, desperate and sophisticated. According to
Otto and Ukpere (2012), in Nigeria of today, especially since the
advent of the present democratic dispensation, new forms of
violent crimes have become common, inclusive kidnapping.
In

, the novelist is calling for the freedom of

the exploited in society. He reveals and condemns the different
tactics used by the criminal syndicate. He calls on all and sundry
to reclaim their freedom from the criminals. The novel shows
the disadvantages of the mobile phone, as fraudsters and
criminal now use it to perpetrate evil and dupe Nigerians. They
also make use of digital camera to unleash mayhem on the
121
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society. A scene where the syndicate uses the camera to take a
shot of the bank manager while naked with a corpse and
attempts to use the picture to blackmail and dupe him is a
pertinent example .In spite of the fact that the bank manager
seeks for a transfer which takes him to Abeokuta, the syndicate
still trail him to his new office.

’

k dj,

(2007:37)
Ah!, manager, are you running away from town
in shame?.... Where are you running to? There is
no where we cannot reach.
This is a direct reflection of what is happening in Nigeria,
according to the mirror image approach of sociology of
literature. There is nowhere the criminal cannot trace their
victim to if they are bent on pulling him down or capturing him.
k d j ‟s exposition in

makes us to

understand that there are usually an insider in every kidnapping,
fraud and other crimes. This is evident in Nigeria, as every
kidnap case is always linked to an insider in the family or
neighbourhood of the victim, for example the case of the
Nigerian midfielder Christian Obodo who was kidnapped in
June

He said “ hey said it was some ody close to me who
122

set everything up. Someone I have been helping. They said the
person told them I would be in that church by 8am that
morning”

k d j reveals this through J l ad who realizes that

nj , her former boyfriend is a member of the syndicate
troubling her.

”
“ o this is you nj
You are the one behind my ordeal! Almighty
God and I was thinking you are good! So have,
I turned to somebody forcing myself on you,
and you have stylishly jilted me,
”.
In a similar fashion, the bank manager also discovers that
his gatekeeper is behind the entire ordeal he has passed
through. The novelist talks about the new modus operandi of
the criminals which is brought to the fore through the naming
of the syndicate used in the novel as

, that is to

say introducing the modernisation or civilisation, technological
advancement has brought into the country with the use of GSM.
Website and Internet facilities are being used for all sorts of
cybercrimes by advance fee fraudsters.
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k d j also reveals another way of criminal operation
through the use of GSM phones. The frausters monitor their
preys and intimidate them. To buttress this point, he reveals how
they use the same num er to do their evil act when
some of their victims the
them

p d asks

num er they used in calling

k nw m answers him thus

182019292035,182071817475,
”

k d i

7:159).

Daddy, how can I forget? Firstly, they used
182019292035.The second time, they used
1805367428, the same number was used the
third time…
too saw the numbers
182019292035, 182071817475, 180253674528
and 182011127844 among those who called
her.
he novelist unveils the peck in the eyes of the police force
in Nigeria who could not control the security situations of the
country

his is confirmed y

d ‟s neigh our when she is

telling J l ad a out what happened to
of the syndicate attacked her.
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d after the members

’
he person responded that „she was asked to
bring some amount of money but she paid half
of the amount and went to report at the police
station .The police sent her back home, saying
they are on their way .We did not see any
policeman.
Still talking about corruption and the moral decadence in
the police force, the novelist exposes their act of corruption
through a character called

f , who asks

p d , his boss, to

bribe the police.

kan kan

(

Tafa interrupts, he said “have you taken some
amount of money with you for the armed robber
police?.... If i am the driver, no policeman dare
stop me…
It is a common occurrence among the police to mount road
blocks at checkpoints and collect bribe. Despite warnings from
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government to desist from the bad act, some policemen are still
adamant. There are many stories in the newspapers about
policemen who killed commercial drivers because of twentynaira bribe.
p d ‟s comment in the scene when he meets Audu, the
police boss, on his way corroborates this;

(
How come, Audu, you are parading the street
by yourself? Or the tax collector you sent to the
street did not deliver as expected? Or are they
just putting everything into their own pocket?
Lack of trust of the public in the police is shown through
the refusal of the victims of the syndicate to follow the police
oss when

d meets them at

p d ‟s house

hey prefer to

staying under the shadow of a private detective to staying with
the security agent.

’(

2007:156)

„ kinwumi spoke and said „please, police boss.
As for me, I am not going to any

126

station…Please exempt me am not going to
any station am no more a kid‟
k d j also makes use of the mass media under the
narrative technique to report the criminals activities and the
incapability of the police to apprehend them

through a

newspaper report.

He opened Iroyin Asiko. He started reading it.
He discovered that they wrote something on the
front page about g e g l d
hey said the
full story is on page five. He went straight to the
page… He saw the full story under the title
HAS TAKEN OVER. We
cannot just be writing on the corrupt practices
of g e g l d which has been terrorising
people…We are using this medium to implore
our security agencies to have mercy and deliver
the citizenry from this evil people. The corrupt
group has almost overpowered the government.
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This is evident in Nigeria, as we read crime stories and the
incompetence of the Nigerian police on daily basis. The
government of the day is just paying lip service to the issue. The
novelist also summarise some events in the text through the use
of radio news and advertisement to allow the reader to
participate in some of the deeds going on in the novel.
Karl Marx and his colleagues argue that the issue of class
interest and differences can be brought to an end if some set of
people with the same ideology can come together, thereby
causing a transformation. What the novelist presents shows that
collective responsibility is necessary when talking about
insecurity. If there is cooperation and agreement, there will e
freedom from insecurity He discloses how all the victims who
are in

p d ‟s custody refuse to go and decide to work together

with him and

p d is trying to explain how tedious it is to

them. He says:

’

2007:167)

We are having great task before us today.
There should be no complaint of body pains.
You have a very important role to play.
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Despite the inability and incapability of the police force in
the novel, the novelist still makes the reader to understand and
acknowledge the fact that it is the duty of the security agencies
in the country such as the Nigeria Police Force, to arrest
criminals and to rescue their preys according to the law of the
country. This is seen when

p d rescues the kidnap victims of

the g e g l d He says

(Okediji; 2007: 185)
What I am doing is quite dangerous,the law
does not permit me to release you, I am
expected to inform the police so as to come and
release you
This means the novelist does not support Nigerians who take
the law into their own hands by killing or maiming suspected
criminals, instead of handling them over to security agencies.
This is quite common in Nigeria. For instance, four students of
the University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria suspected to be armed
robbers were recently mobbed and killed in Aluu village.
Commenting on the incident, Dr. Nina Mezu-Nwaba, said
“EN U H
2

EN U H-

2

the

problem of

Dr. Nwaba, a feature writer on the internet condemned the killings
See sahararepoters.tumblr.com
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kidnapping, raping, the killing and maiming, stealing, drugs,
cultism alcohol etc” he Nigerian state and government need to
find a lasting solution to insecurity.
The novelist believes cybercrime and other criminal
offences can e eradicated through the use of private detectives
and collective responsi ility on the part of the citizenry

p d

acknowledges the fact that he cannot do the investigation alone
and praises J l ad for a job well done by using her God-given
talent to unveil the secret of g e g l d

he uses the mo ile

phone to carry out her investigation on some members of the
syndicate.

seun

-

”

2007:171)

ou are good indeed J l ad Even if I teach
you what to say, you cannot do more than what
you have done Well done… We have known
that some amount of money is in lhaja‟s house
in on y … We now know that they formerly
130

wanted to hold a meeting in on y y pm ut
have postponed it to ey r nk y pm ecause
they did not know the whereabouts of
dr
and the meeting is holds at
nj ‟s house y
7pm as you have said.
On the issue of collective responsibility, it is now
important for Nigerians to become highly vigilant about
happenings in their immediate environment. There is the need to
take interest in characters, movements as well as conduct in our
area and swiftly report same to the appropriate quarters for
necessary action. The Nigerian president, Goodluck Jonathan
even said if the nation must rise above diseases, insecurity and
other ills, Nigerians must earnestly play their roles and intercede
for the land He further said “ od will use various Nehemiahs to
rebuild this country. I can say again that Nigeria will succeed,
with our cooperation we shall succeed” The Punch October 1st,
2012)
It is true that government has the onerous responsibility of
ensuring security across the country; it is equally not far from
the truth that security is a collective responsibility; this is why
k d j titled the novel
full form is (

a

r n k po y y n

or

proverb whose

y ni” meaning “there is

something graceful in the fellowship of a group on an outing) .It
is a proverb to show that there is joy, happiness and honour in
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moving with people and doing things together

k d j to is

showing that security should be a collective effort and not be left
in the hands of security agencies and government alone. This is
corroborated with the case of Lapade asking

f to call J l ad

who has een working along with them
’
’(
p d said ‟ call J l ad for me efore you
start to deal with them… so that we can be three
in num er ‟ here is something graceful in the
fellowship of a group on an outing‟
k d j also acknowledges the importance of women in a
literary work. Women‟s role cannot e underestimated, this is
why they play important role in a creative work
d ow l
or

and

d j mo

ccording to

the role of women in

crime novel can be divided into six categories, namely;

women as causes of crime women as criminal‟s victim women
as detective‟s partner or helper women acting as stum ling
lock on detective‟s investigation women as criminal, and
women playing general role. Out of these six roles played by
women, the novelist deploys three by displaying women as
criminal women as criminal‟s victim and women as detective‟s
partner in progress.
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k d j exposes

lhaja

syndicate „

nr t

as the chairperson of the

’, representing a woman criminal. Her

personality and role are described by the novelist when she is
captured with her other mem ers

y

p d

the private

detective.
l
…(

, 2007:192)

Truly, Alhaja Munirat is the chairperson.
he‟s tall and slim… she sat on the
chairperson‟s
chair.
Her
countenance
shows her fearfulness
… he was shivering
all over. She is not bold but knows fraudulent
activities.
There are two other female criminals who are not given
prominence like Alhaja but are also members of the syndicate.
Most times, women participate in criminal activities. It regularly
appears on the pages of the newspaper.
newspaper

goes

thus

„Female

A headline of a

kidnapper

nabbed

over

kidnapping two year old oy ‟ The Punch, 8/7/2013).
J l ad and

d

oth actresses, fall under the second

categories as victims of criminal attack. They are both attacked
by

, the syndicate that searched for their secret

and later uses it to lackmail them
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relevant example is shown
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when J l ad goes to

2)

d ‟s house to relay her experience of

lackmailing with the syndicate and discovers that the syndicate
mem ers have just attacked

d

neigh our reports what has

just happened to her:

2007:56)
It is not up to twenty minutes when some men
in our street rushed into aide‟s house and met
her bond on the floor. They beat a hell out of
the thieves. You came immediately after they
left.
Women are also used as detective‟s helper

hey make

p d ‟s investigation easy and faster, especially J l ad , who
pretends as

d r a younger sister of (a member of the

syndicate in apade‟s custody when calling one of the mem ers
of the group to unravel some of their secret

p d

the main

character mentioned and emphasizes on the type of investigation
they are em arking on to J l ad

fira
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2007:167-168).
J l ad this is the num er of the culprit his is
what you will do. You will pretend as
d r ‟s
younger sister. If the number does not belong to
their spoke person, he will lead us to their boss.
Just use your discretion. I cannot be teaching
you what to do.
5.0

Conclusion
It is quite clear that literary artistes play a vital role on the

issue of security in a country. At times, literary artistes use their
works to satirize the situation of the country, even in newspapers
and journals. They also give various pieces of advice to
government on how to tackle insecurity.
It is advisable for government to hire private security
personnel to provide access control, installation of security
technology, including Closed Circuit Television, surveillance
systems and intruder alarm systems, including installation of
vehicle tracking and personal tracking equipment to all nooks
and crannies of this country. Also, the security agencies should
be adequately equipped to tackle the menace of kidnapping and
other criminal activities. Information or cases reported to
security agencies by individual or group should be treated with
sincere and genuine confidentiality.
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